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Abstract

Interaction of SARS-CoV-2 spike glycoprotein with the ACE2 cell receptor is very crucial for virus attachment to human cells.
Selected mutations in SARS-CoV-2 S-protein are reported to strengthen its binding affinity to mammalian ACE2. The N501T
mutation in SARS-CoV-2-CTD furnishes better support to hotspot 353 in comparison with SARS-CoV and shows higher
affinity for receptor binding. Recombination analysis exhibited higher recombination events in SARS-CoV-2 strains,
irrespective of their geographical origin or hosts. Investigation further supports a common origin among SARS-CoV-2 and its
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predecessors, SARS-CoV and bat-SARS-like-CoV. The recombination events suggest a constant exchange of genetic material
among the co-infecting viruses in possible reservoirs and human hosts before SARS-CoV-2 emerged. Furthermore, a
comprehensive analysis of codon usage bias (CUB) in SARS-CoV-2 revealed significant CUB among the S-genes of different
beta-coronaviruses governed majorly by natural selection and mutation pressure. Various indices of codon usage of S-genes
helped in quantifying its adaptability in other animal hosts. These findings might help in identifying potential experimental
animal models for investigating pathogenicity for drugs and vaccine development experiments.
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Background
The first quarter of the 21st century has witnessed the outbreak
of the major pathogenic human coronaviruses (CoV) that are
believed to have crossed the species barriers and spill over in
humans causing fatal pneumonia. Among them, severe acute
respiratory syndrome (SARS)-CoV-2 has been very contagious
exhibiting a high infection rate and mortality. The interaction
of the virus spike glycoprotein (S-protein) anchored onto the
CoV envelope with the host cell receptor, angiotensin-converting
enzyme 2 (ACE2) consequences to the viral entry into human
host. Considering the very crucial role of S-protein in SARS-CoV-
2 infection to humans, we have performed a comprehensive
study on S-protein to furnish evolutionary and codon usage
insights. The current study comprehends the insights into the
architecture of CoV genome, the configuration of S-protein, the
potential recombination events among different strains of SARS-
CoV-2, S-protein and hACE2 interactions mediated viral entry to
human host, codon usage analysis of S-gene of SARS-CoV-2 and
its benchmarking with nine different beta-coronaviruses, adapt-
ability of S-gene to different potential hosts through codon and
tRNA adaptation indices. The viruses use a controlled expression
of viral proteins to achieve the replicative suitability. The means
of attaining replicative suitability varies among viruses as some
prefer optimized codon usage while others escape host immune
system. The study may help in the identification of potential
experimental animal model for investigating pathogenicity for
drug and vaccine development experiments.

Introduction
The three major pathogenic human coronaviruses (CoVs) are the
SARS-CoV, Middle East respiratory syndrome (MERS)-CoV and
SARS-CoV-2 [1]. These CoVs have crossed the species barrier
to cause fatal pneumonia in humans since the beginning of
the 21st century: SARS-CoV in 2002 [2, 3], MERS-CoV in 2012 [4]
and SARS-CoV-2 in late 2019 [5, 6]. SARS-CoV appeared in the
Guangdong province of China and spread to five different con-
tinents through air travel routes, contaminating 8098 persons
and causing 774 deaths. After a decade, MERS-CoV appeared in
the Arabian Peninsula as a significant public health concern and
spread to 27 countries, infecting 2494 persons and causing 858
deaths. A novel CoV, SARS-CoV-2, appeared in Wuhan, Hubei
province of China, in December 2019, and it was sequenced and
isolated in January 2020 [5, 7].

SARS-CoV-2 is related to progressive atypical pneumonia
(COVID-19) that has infected more than 24 million individuals
and caused nearly 0.85 million deaths in more than 215 nations
as of now. The World Health Organization declared SARS-CoV-
2 infection as a pandemic and public health emergency of
international concern on 11 March 2020. The closely related
viruses, SARS-CoV and SARS-CoV-2, probably originated from
bats, and most likely, bats act as the reservoir hosts for
them [7–9]. Though palm civets and raccoon dogs have been

documented as intermediate hosts for zoonotic SARS-CoV
transmission among bats and people [10, 11], the intermediate
host for SARS-CoV-2 remains unknown. It was proposed that
MERS-CoV also originated from bats, but dromedary camels
were considered the reservoir hosts, fueling the spillover of the
virus to humans [12, 13].

The CoV infection in humans mostly occurs due to the
interaction of the virus spike glycoprotein (S-protein), anchored
onto the CoV envelope with the host cell receptor, angiotensin-
converting enzyme 2 (ACE2) receptor. The S-protein consists of
two subunits, S1, as the receptor-binding domain (RBD), and
S2, involved in the fusion of the cell and virus membrane [14,
15]. S-protein is cleaved from the host at the S2 site, located
upstream of the fusion protein, by proteases [16, 17]. This
cleavage activates membrane fusion protein through extensive
irreversible conformational changes [17–19]. Thus, CoV entry
into the host cell is a complex process, which requires receptor-
binding and proteolytic processing of the S-protein [14]. The
affinity of SARS-CoV-2 S-RBD to ACE2 is approximately ten times
higher than that of SARS-CoV RBD, suggesting that ACE2, on the
host cell, is the specific receptor that binds with the virus [20].
In this article, we explained the genome structure of CoV, with
special attention to the S-protein and its role in CoV entry into
the host cell, its codon usage bias analysis, and the current
trends in antibody production for COVID-19 treatment.

Methods and results
Structure of the CoV genome

The CoV genome is a positive-sense single-stranded RNA
of ∼30 kb, and it is 5′ capped and 3′ polyadenylated. The
size of CoVs ranges from 100 to 160 μm in diameter, and
exceptionally enormous (20 nm in size), intensely glycosylated
homotrimeric spikes (S) of ∼200 kDa form the virus envelope,
representing a crown. The viral RNA genome is embodied
in a helical nucleocapsid phosphoprotein (N), also known as
ribonucleoprotein, and wrapped into a virus particle with a
membrane (M) and envelope (E) glycoproteins (as depicted in
Figure 1). Another protein, the hemagglutinin-acetyl esterase
(HE) glycoprotein, is found in some of the CoVs (beta-CoV 2a)
and toroviruses. It plays a role in the attachment and release
of virus progenies [21, 22]. The poly (A) tail permits CoVs to
translate their gene products directly after infection without
requiring an intermediate translation stage. Transcription
initiation in CoVs is controlled by different types of consensus
transcription regulating sequences (TRS), TRS1-L, TRS2-L, 5’-
CUAAAC-3′ and 5’-ACGAAC-3′, and these are merged into TRS3-L
and 5’-CUAAACGAAC-3′. These different TRS offer sites for sub-
genomic polycistronic mRNAs to encode accessory, structural
and non-structural proteins. In MERS-CoV, transcription mainly
begins in TRS2-L, whereas in other CoVs, transcription occurs
indistinguishably in all TRS [23, 24].
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Figure 1. Genome organization and functional domains of SARS-CoV-2 based on the reference genome of strain Wuhan-Hu-1 (Accession no. NC_045512). The genome

of SARS-CoV-2 consists of two large genes encoding ORF1a and ORF1b. Apart from these two, there are structural genes spike (S), envelope (E), membrane (M) and

nucleocapsid (N), which encodes structural proteins. There are few accessory genes along with the structural genes. The structure of S-protein has been expanded

below the genome organization from protein ID: YP_009724390.1 of the reference strain. The S-protein consists of S1 and S2 subunits. The numbers depicted are residues

that represent different functional regions in the S-protein. A furin cleavage site between position numbers 685–686 is also described. Below are the ribbon diagrams

for S-protein subunits S1 & S2. SP: Signal peptide; NTD: N terminal domain; RBD: receptor binding domain; RBM: receptor binding motif; CTD: C terminal domain; FP:

fusion; HR: heptad repeats; CP: cytoplasmic domain.

S-protein configuration

The functional surface S-protein is a homotrimer, and it pos-
sesses two subunits, S1 and S2, which are associated with host
receptor binding and virus-cell membrane fusion, respectively
[14, 15]. The S1 subunit of the S-protein possesses the C-terminal
domain (CTD), N-terminal domain (NTD), and two subdomains
(SD1 and SD2), and the ACE2 receptor-binding domain (RBD)
lies within the CTD [25] (as depicted in Figure 1). Reports have
suggested that RBD experiences a conformational change from
a stable closed state to a progressively less favorable partly
open state [15, 26, 27]. In the closed state, the determinants are
submerged and unreachable to the receptors. In contrast, in the
partially open state, they are uncovered and essential for the
interaction with host cells [28]. In SARS-CoV and SARS-CoV-2,
the S-glycoprotein is characteristically found in both the closed
and open states, and this property has been reported to exist
in the most pathogenic CoVs [14, 29]. Although the partially
open RBD plays a significant role in the infection of human cells
[30], few studies have reported on this protein conformation,
which occurs at the residue level and can play a vital role in the
prevention and treatment of the infection.

The S1 subunit is composed of the NTD and three CTDs
(CTD1, CTD2 and CTD3). The CTD1 (320–516 residues for SARS-
CoV and 333–529 residues for SARS-CoV-2) functions as the
RBD, which allows SARS-CoV-2 to bind to the peptidase domain
of ACE2 [25, 31]. The recognition step is a unique procedure,

during which the protein surfaces of both accomplices adjust to
each another [27]. Most of the residues that separate human S-
glycoproteins from bat or pangolin S-glycoproteins are present
in the S1 subunit (as depicted in Figure 1). All other residues
(including residue 797 and cysteine residues C822–C833) are
located outside the S2 subunit crown, and consequently, inter-
act with the receptor on the host cell membrane. Remarkably,
canonical ACE2 binding residues, conserved in the pangolin and
human lineage b strains of SARS-CoV-2, do not seem to be under
severe selection pressure [32]. These mutations may allow host
adaption, consequently leaving the question of how and when
these residues may have developed unanswered.

S-protein-based entry of SARS-CoV-2 through ACE2

With the advent of next-generation sequencing, many whole-
genome sequences of SARS-CoV-2 are being added to the pub-
lic database daily [33]. A phylogenetic analysis of SARS-CoV-2
revealed its close similarity to SARS-CoV [33, 34]. Xu [35] used
computer-based homology modeling to report that the RBDs
of the SARS-CoV and SARS-CoV-2 S-proteins have nearly the
same 3D structures that are maintained by van der Waals forces.
Biochemical interaction studies and crystal structure analysis
showed that the SARS-CoV S-protein binds to human ACE2
(hACE2) with a strong affinity [36]. SARS-CoV and SARS-CoV-
2 S-proteins show significant homology with 76.5% amino acid
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sequence identity [35]. There are specific crucial amino acid
residues, which play a critical role in the more efficient binding
of the SARS-CoV-2 S-protein to the hACE2 receptor. The Lys31
on the hACE2 receptor is typically identified by a glutamine
residue, which is present at the 493rd position in SARS-CoV-2
and the 479th position in SARS-CoV [34, 37]. Atomic details at the
binding interface exhibit that key residue substitutions (N501T
mutation) in the SARS-CoV-2 CTD, compared to the SARS-CoV
RBD, reinforce this interaction and lead to receptor binding with
higher affinity [38]. The asparagine (Asn) residue at the N501
position provides more support to the hot spot 353 in SARS-
CoV-2 than to the hot spots S487 or T487 in SARS-CoV [34].
The other three residues of SARS-CoV-2 RBD are Leu455, Phe486
and Ser494. The first two residues support the hot spot Lys31,
whereas the third residue supports the hot spot Lys353. In silico
analysis of the 3D) structure of SARS-CoV-2 S-glycoprotein by
homology modeling displayed that residue mutation Q483V [32]
in the CTD1 domain allowed RBD to bind to the ACE2 receptor
with more affinity. In this way, the SARS-CoV-2 S-protein is
considered to bind with hACE2 with strong affinity.

For predicting the host tropism, we analyzed the major ACE2
residues (K31, E35, D38, M82 and K353) involved in the recogni-
tion of S-protein of SARS-CoV-2, as shown in Figure 2. Apart from
hACE2, orthologues of other ACE2 in different animal species
(species) were analyzed by homology modeling software (SWISS-
MODEL) [39]. The distance between contact residues measured
with PyMoL 2.3.4 software [40], and also protein–protein docking,
was performed with HawkDock server [41]. SARS-CoV-2 virus has
been reported recently in dogs, cats, tiger and mink. We selected
a few representative species like dog, cat, bovine, pigs, chicken,
rat, mouse (which co-exist near/in human habitats), African
green monkey, orangutan, tiger, mink, ferret, pangolin, palm
civet and horseshoe bat. The findings showed that apart from
humans, animal species like African green monkey, orangutan,
dog, cat, tiger, cattle and pig exhibit the key residues, which are
responsible in the interaction of S-protein with ACE2 receptors
(Table 1), thus making these species more susceptible host for
SARS-CoV-2 virus attachment. A score (+/−) for the binding
capacity of S-protein with ACE2 of human and different animal
species is provided in Table 1. Overall, the observation indicates
that S-protein of SARS-CoV-2 can bind to ACE2 from some wild
(tiger, mink, ferret, pangolin, palm civet) as well as compan-
ion species like dogs and cats. These species further needs
to be investigated to ascertain whether they can serve as an
intermediate host for SARS-CoV-2 infection.

Recombination analysis of the SARS-CoV-2 S-protein

Viruses are well known for their diversity, generating recom-
bination mechanisms. RNA viruses can adapt to their hosts
because they mutate faster than their counterpart DNA viruses.
Homologous recombination was first identified by Hirst [42] in
polioviruses. It was later identified in other families of viruses,
including Coronaviridae [43]. Favorable mutations accumulate
during errors in genome replication, allowing viruses to adapt
to different environmental selection pressures [44]. Most of
the recombination programs are required to define two non-
recombinant reference strains to identify a possible new recom-
bined strain. However, RDP4 utilizes a fast and powerful heuristic
approach, which sequentially tests different combinations of
three different sequences for possible recombination events
[45].

In the current study, we analyzed the possibility of recom-
bination events in the newly emerged SARS-CoV-2 using

RDP4 because similar recombination events occurred in SARS-
CoV-1 during its emergence. The sequences used in the
recombination analysis were retrieved from the NCBI nucleotide
database (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nuccore/). Represen-
tative whole-genome sequences of SARS CoV-2, available in
different countries, were acquired along with the sequences
of the most similar bat CoV RaTG13 strain (96.2% similarity
at the nucleotide level) and a bat SARS-CoV-like virus (bat-SL-
CoVZXC21) and the reference sequences of MERS-CoV and SARS-
CoV-1 (Supplementary Table S1). The whole-genome sequences
were trimmed down to a length that contained only the CDS of
the S-gene. The trimmed S-gene region sequences were aligned
using the Clustal W program in MEGA software (version 6).
Aligned sequences were checked for all possible recombination
events, parental strains, and recombination breakpoints using
default settings in the recombination detection program (RDP)
software (version 4.100) and by all available methods, including
RDP, GENECONV, MaxChi, BootScan and SiScan. To obtain a
statistically reliable result, RDP was performed at a P-value of
0.05 in more than two methods. Recombination detection was
executed with none of the sequences set as non-recombinant
references to achieve an unbiased result.

In the UPGMA tree, obtained from the recombinant region
that contained the segments taken from both the major and
minor parents, all the sequences of SARS-CoV-2 and the RaTG13
strain of the bat CoV fell into the same clade, irrespective
of the country of isolation (Figure 3). At the P-value of 0.05,
all the representative SARS-CoV-2 S-genes, which acquired
the gene segments from a major parent [bat SARS-like CoV
(MG773924)] and a minor parent [SARS-CoV-1 strain from
Canada (NC_004718)], showed similar recombination. The bat
CoV (RaTG13 strain, MN996532) with the highest nucleotide
level similarity to SARS-CoV-2 also showed recombination in
the S-gene alignment nearly identical to that in SARS-CoV-
2. The major parent (MG772934, bat SARS-like-CoV bat-SL-
CoVZXC21) was, in turn, found to be a recombinant of the
minor parent (NC_004718, SARS-CoV-1, Canada), and no possible
recombination events were detected in MERS-CoV (Figure 3).

In the breakpoint analysis, a single recombinant tract, span-
ning from region 2051 to 2334 in the aligned bases, was observed
in the SARS-CoV-2 S-gene sequences at a confidence interval of
99%. In contrast, the area involved in recombination, extending
from residue 1769 to 2321, was observed in the RaTG13 strain (as
shown in Supplementary Figure S1).

Codon usage analysis of the beta-coronaviruses S-gene

Codon Usage Bias (CUB) is generally observed among different
organisms and mainly governed through specific selection
pressures such as natural selection, mutation pressure and
nucleotide compositional constraints [46, 47]. The codon usage
bias may be analyzed in two different ways, viz. protein
level where preferential amino acid usage is considered, or
synonymous codon usage where preferences of codon usage
for the same amino acid are considered [48, 49]. The selective
pressure from the host cells is believed to be a critical driving
force for synonymous codon usage bias in viruses. Various
studies demonstrated the significant impact of selection
pressure in the evolution of preferential viral codon usage [48–
51]. It is observed that the preferred codons in an organism
are translated more efficiently than the non-preferred codons
[46, 47]. As the viruses are obligate intracellular parasites
and utilize host cell mechanisms for their gene expression, a
comprehensive codon usage analysis (CUA) of viral genes may

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nuccore/
https://academic.oup.com/bib/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/bib/bbaa383#supplementary-data
https://academic.oup.com/bib/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/bib/bbaa383#supplementary-data
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Figure 2. Homology-based model structures of SARS-CoV-2 spike protein with ACE2 from human, dog, tiger and cattle. (A) Human ACE2-‘S’ protein of SARS-CoV-2, (B)

Dog ACE2-‘S’ protein of SARS-CoV-2, (C) Tiger ACE2-‘S’ protein of SARS-CoV-2, (D) Bovine ACE2-‘S’ protein of SARS-CoV-2, (E) Pangolin ACE2-‘S’ protein of SARS-CoV-2,

(F) Chicken ACE2-‘S’ protein of SARS-CoV-2. The homology modeling analysis was carried out with the template of the SARS-CoV-Human ACE2 crystal structure using

the PDB ID: 6ACG. All the ACE2 receptors shown with blue color and SARS-CoV-2 spike protein binding chain is shown in green color. The five critical contact residues

in ACE2 and SARS-CoV-2 are depicted in the figure. Distance between F486 SARS-CoV-2 residue and ACE2 is shown in yellow color.

Table 1. A summary of key residues in the ACE2 receptor of human and different animal species that interact with S-protein of SARS-CoV-2.
Original positions are given in the bracket, and aligned position is provided in the first row (ACE2). Color coding has been done for identical
residues (KEDMK) based on the human ACE2 hotspots where K(31) is depicted by red, E by green, D by yellow, M by blue and K(353) by orange

S. N. Species_ACE2 31 35 38 82 353 Binding

Affinity
1 Human K E D M K +
2 Dog K(30) E(34) E(37) T(81) K(352) +
3 Cat K E E T K +
4 Bovine K E D T K(352) +
5 Pig K E D T K +
6 Chicken E(30) R (34) D(37) R(81) K(353) −
7 Rat K E D N H −
8 Mouse N E D S H −
9 African

green
monkey

K E D M K +

10 Orangutan K E D M K +
11 Tiger K E E T K +
12 Ferret K E E T K +
13 Pangolin K E E N K +
14 Palm Civet T E E T K
15 Horseshoe

bat
K K D N K +
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Figure 3. UPGMA tree derived from the minor parent (NC_004718). The probable recombinant is highlighted in red, whereas all other sequences that show similar

recombination events are highlighted in pink. The parent strains inferred for identifying recombination are highlighted in green (major parent) and ash (unknown/minor

parent).

Figure 4. A comparison of S-gene (proteins and nucleotide) sequences of beta-coronaviruses. (A). Pairwise percent protein sequence identity, similarity and alignment

coverage of spike protein of SARS-CoV-2 with other beta-coronaviruses are shown. (B) A phylogenetic tree of S-gene of beta-coronaviruses is depicted to show the

relative relatedness among S-genes.

provide its fitness to the primary host and reservoirs. The origin
and natural history of SARS-CoV-2 is not yet well established,
and a comprehensive CUA might be useful in providing novel
insights.

Gene and protein sequence level analysis

The gene sequences for S (spike)-gene of 10 different beta-
coronaviruses along with corresponding protein sequences
were extracted from NCBI web resource. The RefSeq identifier,
protein identifier and primary host information for all the
beta-coronaviruses considered in the study are provided in
Table S2. The virus–host information is adopted from Virus-
Host Database [52]. A pairwise alignment of Spike protein of

SARS-CoV-2 was performed with the Spike proteins of all other
beta-coronaviruses (as accounted in Table S2), and percentage
sequence identity, similarity, and coverage of alignments are
computed as shown in Figure 4A. It is observed that the Spike
protein of SARS-CoV-2 shares a very high sequence identity
(76%), sequence similarity (86%) and coverage of pairwise
alignment (100%) with the Spike protein of SARS-CoV, while the
Spike protein of all other beta-coronaviruses has relatively low
sequence identity (35–38%), low sequence similarity (51–56%)
and low coverage of pairwise alignment (66–79%). Furthermore,
a multiple sequence alignment of all the S-gene sequences from
the ten beta-coronaviruses was performed by using the multiple
sequence alignment tool, MUSCLE [53]. The multiple sequence

https://academic.oup.com/bib/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/bib/bbaa383#supplementary-data
https://academic.oup.com/bib/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/bib/bbaa383#supplementary-data
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Figure 5. A comparison of composition analysis of the S-gene sequence of SARS-CoV-2 with other beta-coronaviruses. (A) Comparison of compositions of different

nucleotides in the S-gene sequence of SARS-CoV-2 at the third synonymous codon position with other beta-coronaviruses. (B) A comparison of overall GC content and

GC content at first, second and third codon positions of S-gene sequence of SARS-CoV-2 with other beta-coronaviruses.

alignment was further used for the phylogenetic tree (tree scale
= 0.1) analysis, as depicted in Figure 4B.

Composition analysis of S-gene sequences

The nucleotide composition at the third synonymous codon
position (T3s, C3s, A3s, G3s), overall GC content and the GC
content at the first, second and third codon positions (G1, G2,
G3) were calculated for all S-gene nucleotide sequences. The
analysis of S-gene sequences in ten different beta-coronaviruses
was performed to explore any compositional bias in the S-gene
of SARS-CoV2. It is observed that the composition of adenine
at the third synonymous codon position (A3s) is the highest for
S-gene of SARS-CoV-2 as compared to other beta-coronaviruses
considered here. In addition, the composition of purines at third
synonymous codon positions (G3s and C3s) is observed to be
very low as compared to the composition of pyrimidines at third
synonymous codon positions (A3s and T3s). It is clear that the
T3s content is noticeably high, and G3s are the lowest when
compared to other nucleotide contents in the third position.
For instance, in S-gene of SARS-CoV-2, the purine composi-
tion (G3s+C3s) is 0.32 as compared to 0.93 of the pyrimidines
(A3s+T3s). Despite a very high protein sequence similarity (86%)
in spike proteins (product of S-gene) among SARS-CoV-2 and
SARS, the G3s+C3s of SARS-CoV is considerably higher than
SARS-CoV-2 (0.36 for SARS-CoV and 0.32 for SARS-CoV-2). The
difference in contents of different nucleotides for synonymous
codon positions indicates a preferential codon usage among S-
genes of SARS-CoV-2 and SARS-CoV. The comparison of compo-
sitional bias in the S-gene sequence of SARS-CoV-2 and other
beta-coronaviruses is shown in Figure 5.

Effective number of codons and ENC-GC3s plot analysis

The effective number of codons (ENCs) reflects a simplistic
measure of codon usage, which ranges from 20 to 61. A lower

value of ENCs (i.e. ENCs < 40) specifies a strong codon usage
bias, while an ENCs value of 20 signifies that only single codon
is effectively used for each amino acid, and a value of 61 reflects
that all synonymous codons contributed equally in coding corre-
sponding amino acids [54, 55]. The ENC value for S-gene of SARS-
CoV-2 is 44.16, which is slightly on a lower side as compared
to S-gene of SARS-CoV (ENC = 45.73) and MERS-CoV (ENC =
45.97). Overall, the ENC of S-gene of SARS-CoV-2 is the third
lowest among the S-genes of 10 beta-coronaviruses, superseding
Human-CoV-HKU1 (ENC = 32.77) and bovine-CoV (ENC = 43.86).
Since the ENC value for S-gene of SARS-CoV-2 is closer to the
cut-off for strong codon bias (ENC < 40), it may be inferred that
there is some extent of codon bias, which is higher than S-genes
of SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV. The percent GC content at third
synonymous codon position (%GC3s) for S-gene of SARS-CoV-2
(GC3s = 25.2%) is also less than its counterparts SARS-CoV (GC3s
= 28.3%) and MERS-CoV (GC3s = 30.8%).

The effect of mutation pressure and natural selection on
codon usage of a gene is commonly estimated with the help
of ENC plots [56, 57]. The observed and expected distribution of
GC3s for a gene is compared, where the ENC (expected) may be
calculated using equation (1).

ENC(expected) = 2 + S + 29

S2 +
(
1 − S2

) (1)

For different fraction GC content (S), varying from 0 to 1,
the values for ENC (expected) were calculated. The data point
for ENC (observed) and GC3s for S-genes were plotted with a
standard curve for ENC (expected). The S-gene data points close
to the standard curve of ENC (expected) suggest mutational
pressure as one of the key factors in determining its codon
usage bias. In contrast, the S-gene data points distant to the
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Figure 6. ENC-GC3s plot for S-genes of different beta-coronaviruses. The stan-

dard curve for expected ENC for different GC composition levels at the third

synonymous codon position is shown as a bell-shaped line. The S-genes of all

the beta-coronaviruses that fall close to the standard curve at different distances

indicate the influence of mutational pressure in codon usage bias.

standard curve of ENC (expected) reflects the role of natural
selection along with other factors in dictating the codon usage
bias [48, 51, 58–60]. To further investigate the codon usage bias
in S-gene of SARS-CoV-2 and its benchmarking with S-genes
of other beta-coronaviruses, the ENC-GC3s plot derived from S-
genes is superposed over the ENC (expected)-GC3s curve. The
values for ENC(expected) were calculated using equation (1) at
different GC3s contents. The ENC-GC3s data points were labeled
in accordance with the beta-coronaviruses, as shown in Figure 6.
In this figure, the curve denotes the ENC(expected) with the
only factor of mutation pressure. The ENC-GC3s data points for
all the beta-coronaviruses are close to the standard curve of
ENC(expected), which indicates that the codon bias for S-gene
is significantly influenced by mutational pressure along with
other factors [61, 62]. From the ENC-GC3s plot, it may also be
inferred that there is higher influence of mutational pressure
in codon bias in S-gene of SARS-CoV-2 (�ENC(GC3s = 0.252) = 4.64) as
compared to SARS-CoV (�ENC(GC3s = 0.283) = 5.36) and MERS-CoV
(�ENC(GC3s = 0.308) = 6.88), where �ENC(GC3s = n) is deviation in ENC
value of S-gene from ENC(expected) at a given value (n) of GC3s
content. A lower value of deviation is an indicator of more influ-
ence of mutational pressure than other factors and vice versa
[59, 63–65]. The GC3s, ENC(observed), ENC(expected) and �ENC
for S-genes of all beta-coronaviruses are provided in Table S3.
The ENC(observed) values for S-gene of beta-coronaviruses is
found to correlate very highly with overall GC content (r = 0.92),
GC1 content (r = 0.81), GC2 content (r = 0.78) and GC3 content
(r = 0.94).

Relative synonymous CUA

To explore the codon usage, the Relative Synonymous Codon
Usage (RSCU) calculation was performed for the estimation of
synonymous codon usage for each codon. The RSCU is a ratio of
the over-served frequency of a codon to the expected frequency
of the same codon and may be interpreted as RSCU (+ve bias) > 1,
RSCU (no bias) = 1 and RSCU (−ve bias) < 1. It is worth mentioning
that the amino acid residues, which are coded by single codon
(Methionine and Tryptophan) and termination codons, are not
included in the codon-wise RSCU analysis [56, 59, 60, 66].

The RSCU analysis was performed to compare RSCU values
of S-gene of SARS-CoV-2 with other beta-coronaviruses. A sum-
mary of RSCU values for 59 codons (excluding UGG, AUG, UAG,

UAA and UGA) for different beta-coronaviruses is provided in
Supplementary Table S4. The Pearson correlation coefficient for
RSCU values of S-gene of SARS-CoV-2 with S-genes of other beta-
coronaviruses is calculated to estimate the degree of relatedness
among them. It is observed that the RSCU values are highly
correlated to S-gene of SARS-CoV (r = 0.90), followed by S-genes
of Bovine-CoV (r = 0.87), Rabbit-CoV-HKU14 (r = 0.86), Human-
CoV-OC43 (r = 0.86), Bat-CoV-HKU5 (r = 0.84), Human-CoV-HKU1
(r = 0.79), Rat-CoV-Parker (r = 0.77), Murine hepatitis virus (r
= 0.71) and MERS-CoV (r = 0.71). For S-gene of SARS-CoV-2,
out of 59 synonymous codons, 27 are identified as preferred
codons, having RSCU > 1. In SARS-CoV, 28 codons are identified
as preferred codons, while in MERS-CoV there are 24 preferred
codons.

A summary of the number of preferred codons, number
of preferred codons ending with A/U, number of unpreferred
codons ending with A/U, number of preferred codons ending
with G/C, number of un-preferred codons ending with G/C is
provided in Supplementary Table S5. To further investigate the
RSCU values of S-genes of different beta-coronaviruses, these
values were compared with those of Homo sapiens. The RSCU
values of all the hosts (apart from H. sapiens) are provided in
Supplementary Table S6, which includes Camelus dromedarius,
Pipistrellus abramus, Bos taurus, Oryctolagus cuniculus, Rattus
norvegicus and Mus musculus. To further investigate the RSCU
values of S-genes of beta-coronaviruses, a correlation analysis of
RCSU values for S-genes with those of H. sapiens was performed
(Figure 7). The embedded table in Figure 7 accounts for the
preferred codons (RSCU ≥ 1) of S-genes of different beta-
coronaviruses, which are also preferred in H. sapiens. Likewise,
it also takes account of the unpreferred codon (RSCU < 1)
of S-genes of different beta-coronaviruses, which are also
unpreferred in H. sapiens. A higher number of common preferred
and unpreferred codons among virus and its host indicates the
better suitability of host for the virus [50, 64, 67–70].

Codon adaptation index and tRNA adaptation index analysis

A relative adaptation of a gene for codon usage of its host
can be estimated with the help of the Codon Adaptation Index
(CAI). The CAI of a gene for its host varies from 0 to 1 where
a higher value reflects the usage of most abundant codons
[59, 65, 71, 72]. It is a widely accepted measure for quantifi-
cation of similarities between codon usage of a gene and a
reference dataset to explore the synonymous codon usage for
nucleotide sequences. Additionally, the CAI has also been used
in the approximation of gene expressivity, for identifying the
factors governing synonymous codon usage bias at the genome
level, and for investigating horizontal genes transfer [65, 66, 73,
74]. The CAI for S-genes of different beta-coronaviruses was
calculated using CAIcal (http://genomes.urv.es/CAIcal), which
utilizes pre-compiled codon usage of host organisms [75]. The
CAI values were calculated using the respective primary hosts
(as shown in Table S2) and H. sapiens (if H. sapiens is not the
reported primary host). The CAI for S-gene of SARS-CoV-2 is
computed for five different hosts, viz. H. sapiens, R. norvegicus, M.
musculus, B. taurus and O. cuniculus. The codon usage statistics
of these hosts were adopted from the Codon Usage Database
[76]. The CAI values are observed to be close to 0.70 with the
codon usage statistics of H. sapiens for all the beta-coronaviruses,
which indicate that the S-gene is well adapted to H. sapiens as a
host. Likewise, in the comparison of ENC (observed) for S-genes
and CAI for different hosts, it is observed that the CAI values of
S-gene for O. cuniculus correlates well with ENC (observed) of
S-gene (r = 0.79), followed by CAI values for B. taurus (r = 0.64),

https://academic.oup.com/bib/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/bib/bbaa383#supplementary-data
https://academic.oup.com/bib/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/bib/bbaa383#supplementary-data
https://academic.oup.com/bib/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/bib/bbaa383#supplementary-data
https://academic.oup.com/bib/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/bib/bbaa383#supplementary-data
http://genomes.urv.es/CAIcal
https://academic.oup.com/bib/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/bib/bbaa383#supplementary-data
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Figure 7. Pairwise correlation analysis of RSCU values of 59 codons of S-genes of beta-coronaviruses with corresponding RSCU values of H. sapiens. The R-squared

values of linear regression analysis are shown in respective plots. The embedded table denotes the number of common preferred (RSCU ≥ 1) codons and unpreferred

(RSCU < 1) codons for the S-genes of the different beta-coronaviruses with H. sapiens.

R. norvegicus (r = 0.59), M. musculus (r = 0.43) and H. sapiens
(r = 0.33).

Furthermore, the tRNA Adaptation Index (tAI) of S-gene of
10 different beta-coronaviruses was calculated for the respec-
tive primary host (if H. sapiens is not the primary host) and H.
sapiens. The tAI measures the translational efficiency of each
codon–anticodon pairing for a gene by utilizing the intracellular
tRNA copy number of host species. It is believed that the gene
expression level directly correlates with adaptation to intracel-
lular tRNAs [63, 77, 78]. The efficiency quantification of a coding
sequence to be recognized by the intra-cellular tRNA pool may

be performed by using tAI, which considers weights that identify
the wobble interactions between codons and tRNA [51, 54, 55,
79]. The tAI of S-gene of SARS-CoV-2 for H. sapiens is found to be
0.30, while the tAI of S-genes of other beta-coronaviruses for H.
sapiens as the host is also very similar to it. Interestingly, the S-
gene of SARS-CoV-2 and other beta-coronaviruses showed a high
tAI for H. sapiens and O. cuniculus as compared to R. norvegicus,
M. musculus and B. taurus. The CAI and tAI values of S-gene of
SARS-CoV-2 for five different hosts are plotted and compared
to S-gene of other beta-coronaviruses for the same five hosts in
Figure 8.
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Figure 8. A depiction of the CAI and tAI of S-gene of SARS-CoV-2 with respect to five different hosts and its comparison with S-gene of other beta-coronaviruses. The

S-gene of all beta-coronaviruses shows better adaptable codon usage in the case of H. sapiens as compared to other studied hosts.

Relative Codon Deoptimization Index analysis

An estimation of the resemblance of the codon frequencies of a
particular gene against a reference genome is generally achieved
by using the Relative Codon Deoptimization Index (RCDI). The
RCDI helps in understanding host–virus phylogenetic relation-
ships and in deducing the possible host range of a virus [59,
80, 81]. An expected RCDI (eRCDI) was calculated by considering
randomly generated sequences with similar G+C and amino acid
contents to the query gene sequence. A comparison of RCDI and
eRCDI may signify the implications of RCDI values for the gene
of interest [80]. The high ratio of RCDI to eRCDI is an indication of
similar codon usage of the virus and the host. The RCDI for the S-
gene of different beta-coronaviruses are computed for respective
primary hosts (if H. sapiens is not the primary host) and H. sapiens
as the potential host. There is an inverse relationship between
RCDI and degree of adaption to the host.

The RCDI may reveal the synergistic impact of codon bias
on gene expression and the potential co-evolution of the virus
and its host genomes. The ratio of RCDI (expected) to the RCDI
(observed) gives a direct measure of virus–host adaptability,
where the ratio close to 1 or higher represent better adaptability
as compared to lower values [49, 82–84]. The RCDI value of S-gene
of SARS-CoV-2 for H. sapiens as a host is observed to be 1.57 as
compared to 1.48 and 1.53 for S-genes of SARS-CoV and MERS-
CoV, respectively. However, the RCDI values of S-gene for the
other two beta-coronaviruses having H. sapiens as primary hosts,
i.e. Human-CoV-HKU1 (RCDI = 2.27) and Human-CoV-OC43 (RCDI
= 1.74), have considerably higher RCDI values than the RCDI

value of S-gene of SARS-CoV-2. From the RCDI values, it may be
inferred that S-gene of SARS-CoV-2 is better suited to humans
as host than SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV while S-gene of Human-
CoV-HKU1 is very well adapted to the human genome. The
observed RCDI values for S-genes of different beta-coronaviruses
for five different hosts are provided in Table 2.

Neutrality plot (neutral evolution) analysis

In the absence of any external pressure, the mutation at first,
second or third codon position is supposed to be equally likely.
However, the mutations in the first and second codon position
may lead to a change in amino acid (non-synonymous muta-
tions), while the third codon position mutations mostly result
into the same amino acid (synonymous mutations) [62, 65, 85–
87]. The neutrality plot analysis was implemented to exam-
ine the mutation-selection equilibrium in determining codon
usage bias. The average GC content at first and second posi-
tions (GC12) is plotted against the average GC content at the
third codon position (GC3) to compare the impacts of natural
selection and mutation pressure on codon usage of protein-
coding sequences. The values for GC12 and GC3s for S-gene of
beta-coronaviruses are calculated using EMBOSS (cusp module)
[88]. The slope of the regression line represents the evolutionary
speed of mutation pressure (slope = 0 suggests no effect of
mutational pressure) and natural selection (slope = 1 indicates
complete neutrality) while the regression coefficient against
GC3 represents mutation-selection equilibrium coefficient [58,
64, 83]. Here, the neutrality plot offered an overall evolutionary
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Table 2. A summary of observed RCDI values of S-gene of different beta-coronaviruses with respect to five different hosts. In parenthesis,
the ratio of RCDI (observed) to the RCDI (expected) is provided where the ratio close to one or higher indicates better viral adaptability to the
corresponding host(s)

Beta coronavirus H. sapiens R. norvegicus M. musculus B. Taurus O. cuniculus

SARS-CoV-2 1.57 (0.87) 1.65 (0.86) 1.58 (0.87) 1.72 (0.87) 1.97 (0.85)
SARS-CoV 1.48 (0.82) 1.55 (0.81) 1.49 (0.82) 1.61 (0.81) 1.83 (0.79)
MERS-CoV 1.53 (0.84) 1.59 (0.83) 1.53 (0.84) 1.65 (0.83) 1.88 (0.82)
Human-CoV-HKU1 2.27 (1.25) 2.39 (1.25) 2.29 (1.26) 2.49 (1.26) 2.91 (1.26)
Human-CoV-OC43 1.74 (0.96) 1.82 (0.95) 1.74 (0.96) 1.90 (0.96) 2.20 (0.96)
Bat-CoV-HKU5 1.34 (0.74) 1.38 (0.73) 1.34 (0.74) 1.44 (0.73) 1.61 (0.70)
Bovine-CoV 1.76 (0.97) 1.85 (0.97) 1.77 (0.97) 1.92 (0.97) 2.23 (0.97)
Rabbit-CoV-HKU14 1.70 (0.94) 1.80 (0.94) 1.72 (0.95) 1.86 (0.94) 2.16 (0.94)
Rat-CoV-Parker 1.48 (0.82) 1.55 (0.81) 1.49 (0.82) 1.60 (0.81) 1.83 (0.79)
Murine hepatitis
virus

1.49 (0.82) 1.58 (0.83) 1.51 (0.83) 1.61 (0.81) 1.84 (0.80)

Figure 9. (A) Neutrality Plot analysis for S-gene in different beta-coronaviruses. The average GC content at first and second codon positions (GC12) plotted against GC

content at the third codon position. The slope of the linear regression line quantifies the influence of mutational pressure in governing the codon usage bias in S-genes

of beta-coronaviruses. (B) PR2-bias plot, using (A3/(A3+T3)) and (G3/(G3+C3)) for S-genes of different beta-coronaviruses.

speed of S-genes and mutation-selection equilibrium of S-genes
in different beta-coronaviruses.

The scatter plot for GC3 (x-axis) and GC12 (y-axis) contents
for S-genes of 10 beta-coronaviruses was used to assess an evo-
lutionary speed of S-genes and mutation-selection equilibrium
of S-genes via neutrality plot analysis. A narrow distribution
of GC contents indicates the bias of natural selection against
mutational pressure. A high correlation between GC3 and GC12
signifies the influence of mutational force at all the codon posi-
tions [65, 69, 70, 89, 90]. The slope of the regression line (slope =
0.2735) indicates that the codon usage bias of S-gene in different
beta-coronaviruses is governed partly through the mutational
pressure (27.35%) and majorly through the natural selection and
other factors (72.65%). A very high correlation coefficient (R2 =
0.87, P < 0.001) further supports the considerable influence of
mutational pressure. The neutrality plot for S-genes of different
beta-coronaviruses is shown in Figure 9A.

PR2-bias plot analysis

The composition of each nucleotide at the third codon posi-
tion (A3, T3, C3 and G3) was calculated for the S-gene of beta-
coronaviruses. These compositions were further used to calcu-
late AT-bias [A3/(A3+T3)] and GC-bias [G3/(G3 + C3)]. Parity Rule
2 (PR2) bias was analyzed by plotting the AT-bias as the ordinate

and GC-bias as the abscissa. The PR2-bias plot indicates the
relationship among purines (A and G) and pyrimidines (T and
C) in codon composition [59, 72, 85, 91, 92].

In mutation pressure analysis, it was observed previously
that the AT and GC appear in pairs at third codon positions. It
is found that the S-gene of SARS-CoV-2 has almost equal AT-
(0.408) and GC-bias (0.414). However, in other beta-coronaviruses,
the S-gene has unequal AT- and GC-bias. For instance, in SARS-
CoV (AT-bias = 0.410 and GC-bias = 0.377), MERS-CoV (AT-bias =
0.418 and GC-bias = 0.316), human-CoV-HKU1 (AT-bias = 0.602
and GC-bias = 0.258), human-CoV-OC43 (AT-bias = 0.536 and GC-
bias = 0.347), bat-CoV-HKU5 (AT-bias = 0.410 and GC-bias = 0.383),
bovine-CoV (AT-bias = 0.558 and GC-bias = 0.335), rabbit-CoV-
HKU14 (AT-bias = 0.524 and GC-bias = 0.346), rat-CoV-Parker (AT-
bias = 0.516 and GC-bias = 0.358) and murine hepatitis virus
(AT-bias = 0.538 and GC-bias = 0.333) showed higher deviations
in AT- and GC-bias as compared to S-gene of SARS-CoV-2. The
differences in AT and GC contents in protein-coding genes are
indicative of the contribution of mutation pressure in codon
usage bias. The factors resulting in the deviation from neutral-
ity may be further explored by investigating the directionality
of AT- and GC-bias. Parity Rule 2 (PR2) plot is used to quan-
tify these biases in S-genes of different beta-coronaviruses [64,
91–93]. All data points lie between 0.25 and 0.60, which suggests
an overall low bias in S-gene of beta-coronaviruses. A division
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of PR2-plot into four quadrants at 0.5 intersections of AT- and
GC-bias showed that AT- and GC-bias for S-gene of four beta-
coronaviruses fell into the quadrant-III. For the S-gene of six
other beta-coronaviruses, it fell into the quadrant-IV, as shown
in Figure 9B.

Discussion
The CoV genome contains various open-reading frames (ORFs)
that have genes transcribed by different TRS (as depicted in
Figure 1). Genes encoding non-structural proteins (ORF1.1 to
ORF1.6) are present at the 5’-UTR, whereas genes encoding
structural proteins (N, M, E and S) are present at the 3’-
UTR. Between these genes, several accessory genes, encoding
accessory proteins, are present. There are a specific number of
accessory genes for each virus type. Since the number of ORF
genes, and consequently the number of polypeptide chains, is
variable in different virus types, in each virus replication cycle,
a differential frequency of non-structural protein production
occurs as transcription begins at various TRS in each sub-
genomic mRNA. For instance, SARS-CoV produces ORF1.1 and
ORF1.2 genes, whereas SARS-CoV-2 produces ORF1.1 to ORF1.6
genes, which are involved in the synthesis of several groups
of fusion proteins [94–96]. Additionally, CoVs utilize a leaky
scanning mechanism (shunting) to produce proteins from
overlapping ORFs, translating various proteins from the same
mRNA [97]. The surface spike (S) in some CoVs is produced by
proteolytic cleavage of a spike precursor [18]. The SARS-CoV has
two spike precursors (Sp1 and Sp2), which are proteolytically
cleaved to produce two surface glycosylated spikes (S1 and S2)
and a protease fragment (S0) [96].

The S-protein gene is highly divergent, but at the nucleotide
level, SARS-CoV-2 and SARS-CoV show 72% S-protein nucleotide
sequence identity [98]. Lv [99] reported that the SARS-CoV-2
sequence was 50, 79, 96 and 88%, similar to the MERS-CoV, SARS-
CoV, bat-SARSr-CoV RaTG13 and two bat CoV (bat-SL-CoVZC45
and bat-SL-CoVZXC21 sequences), respectively. In comparison
with the S-protein of SARS-CoV, Wuhan-Hu-1 showed more
mutations with a ∼19% divergence at the amino acid level [100].
Furthermore, on comparing the RBDs of SARS-CoV and SARS-
CoV-2 (Wuhan-Hu-1), 73% of conserved amino acid regions in
Wuhan-Hu-1 were observed [39]. Furin and other endogenous
proteases play a role in viral host range and infectivity [101]. The
S1 and S2 junctions of SARS-CoV-2 possesses a polybasic cleav-
age [14] site (RRAR) that is cleaved by furin. However, no polybasic
cleavage sites were observed in humans, pangolin and bat beta-
CoVs [102]. The cleavage site in the MERS-CoV S-protein allows
bat MERS-like-CoVs to infect human cells [103]. The polybasic
cleavage site also contains a unique proline (PRRAR) insertion
before the furin cleavage site. The cleavage site flanked by
proline is a unique attribute of SARS-CoV-2 [104]. Since mid-
2019, the cleavage site S1/S2 in SARS-like-CoV (RmYN02) in the
Rhinolophus bat in the Yunnan province also showed a vital
insertion of phenylalanine amino acids, suggesting that these
insertions occurred due to CoV natural evolution [7] and possibly
not laboratory escape. However, RmYN02 is more divergent and
has a sequence similarity of ∼72% with that of the SARS-CoV-
2 S-protein.

Biochemical interaction studies and crystal structure analy-
sis demonstrated that the SARS-CoV S-protein binds to human
ACE2 (hACE2) with a very high affinity [36]. ACE2 is the functional
SARS-CoV receptor in vitro [105] and in vivo [106]. It is required for
host cell entry and consequent viral replication. Overexpression
of hACE2 increased disease severity in a SARS-CoV mouse model,

exhibiting that viral entry into the host cell is an essential
step [107]. Additionally, infusing the SARS-CoV S-protein into
the mice intensified lung injury. Fundamentally, this injury was
constricted due to the obstruction of the renin-angiotensin path-
way by ACE2 expression [108]. It is reported that ACE2, from
different species, overexpressed in HeLa cells with hACE2, pig
ACE2 and civet ACE2 (but not mouse ACE2) permitted SARS-CoV-
2 infection and replication, thus directly showing that SARS-CoV-
2 used ACE2 as a cellular entry receptor [7]. A diverse type of
intermediate host, including pangolins but not mice and rats, for
SARS-CoV-2 may exist [109]. Furthermore, the study proved that
SARS-CoV-2 did not use the receptors, the aminopeptidase N and
dipeptidyl peptidase receptors, which were used by other CoVs
[7]. Therefore, the SARS-CoV-2 S-protein has directly bound with
the host cell surface ACE2 receptor, facilitating virus entry and
replication [110]. The crystal structure of the SARS-CoV-2 CTD S-
protein-hACE2 complex revealed an hACE2-binding mode that
was similar to that in SARS-CoV.

The analysis of the key residues (K31, E35, D38, M82 and K353)
on hACE2, which are responsible for interaction with S-protein in
SARS-CoV-2, showed that the primate species like African Green
Monkey and Orangutan possesses exactly similar key amino acid
residues, which are present in humans (Figure 2 and Table 1).
The HawkDock binding free energy in African green monkey
(−45.77 kcal/mol) is higher than for human ACE2 (−49.36 kcal/-
mol) interaction [41]. In contrast to D38 and M82 in hACE2, the
corresponding amino acid in dog ACE2 are E37 and T81, and for
remaining species like a cat, tiger and ferret ACE2 are E38 and
T82, respectively (Figure 2). The inter-residue distance between
F486 of SARS-CoV-2 S-protein and the corresponding contact
amino acid (M/T82) in ACE2 is 2.7 Å for humans, 2.6 Å for a
dog and 2.7 Å for a tiger, respectively. The predicted distance
between F486 of SARS-CoV-2 S-protein and corresponding ACE2
amino acid residues for dog and tiger is ≤ 2.7 Å (Figure 2A–D).
This distance is shorter/similar to that of hACE2 and SARS2-CoV-
2 interaction. The HawkDock binding free energy of the hACE2-S
protein complex is −49.36 kcal/mol, while for other species such
as a dog and tiger, it is −52.49 and −36.33 kcal/mol, respectively.
It may be inferred that that dog ACE2 receptor shows higher
binding energy compared to hACE2 (Figure 2 A–D).

Species like pangolin possess identical RBM signatures,
which also ascertains the intense speculation regarding
pangolins being the intermediate host for SARS-CoV-2. In the
case of pangolin ACE2, for hotspot M82 is replaced by N82 and
N82 showed a closer contact of 1.62 Å with F486 of S-protein
in SARS-CoV-2. In our homology modeling analysis, the inter-
residue distance between N82 and F486 was observed to be 2.7 Å
(Figure 2 E and F)), and HawkDock Binding free energy was found
to be −36.17 kcal/mol. This modeling analysis revealed a similar
distance between N82 and F486 while comparing it with M82 and
F486 of the hACE2-SARS-CoV-2 interaction. In farms, the animal
species like ferrets and pigs, the only change in hotspot 82 was
observed where M (Met) changed to T (Thr) with a distance
of 2.7 Å (Figure 2 A–D). The docking binding energy of bovine
ACE2–S-protein was observed as −41.97 kcal/mol, which is lower
than the hACE2 spike protein binding energy [41]. In contrast to
mammalian farm species, chicken ACE2 possess a significantly
different amino acid signature, viz. E30, R34, D37, R81 and K353
for the corresponding hotspot points concerning hACE2, which
does not favor the interaction of chicken ACE2 with SARS-CoV-
2 S-protein (Figure 2 E and F)). Furthermore, ACE2 of lab animal
species like mouse and rat was not found to interact with SARS-
CoV-2 due to a purely different amino acid signature (K, E, D,
N, H and N, E, D, S, H, respectively) as contact points. Palm
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civet and horseshoe bats have been known to harbor SARS-
CoV infection, which led to the SARS-CoV outbreak in 2002–2004
[34]. The key residues K31, K38 and K353 acted as a hotspot
and were found intact in horseshoe bats, whereas K31 changed
to T31 at hotspot in palm civet ACE2, which formed a strong
hydrogen bond with Y442 of SARS-CoV Spike protein during
2002–2004 outbreak [34]. These observations further strengthen
the speculation that palm civet and horseshoe bat species can
also favor the transmission of closely related SARS-CoV-2 virus
to humans. This was further explored with the help of detection
of potential recombination events among different strains of
coronaviruses. In the current study, results showed that the
recombination events in the newly emerged SARS-CoV-2 that are
similar to recombination events occurred in SARS-CoV-1 during
its emergence. The sequences were identical to those found in
horseshoe bats, Himalayan palm civets and raccoons [111, 112].
It was found that all the SARS-CoV-2 sequences fell in the same
clade of its most probable animal counterpart (RaTG13 strain
of SARS-CoV-2) (Figure 3). The breakpoint analysis showed that
irrespective of the place of origin, all SARS-CoV-2 sequences
showed one recombinant pattern. This was also apparent for
the RaTG13 strain sequence, which possessed a more extended
region that was involved in recombination. This indicated a
common origin of SARS-CoV-2, its predecessor SARS-CoV-1
(NC_004718) and bat SARS-like-CoV (MG772934) (Figure S1). It
was worth noting that the major parent (bat SARS-like-CoV)
in the study was, in turn, a recombinant of the minor parent
(SARS-CoV-1), making the recombination events more complex
to understand. A constant exchange of gene segments among
co-infecting viruses in the possible reservoir and human hosts
occurred before SARS-CoV-2 emerged to cause the COVID-19
pandemic.

Furthermore, the phylogenetic analysis of spike-proteins
in different betacoronaviruses showed that all the beta-
coronaviruses share a very distant relationship with the S-
gene of SARS-CoV-2 except the S-gene of SARS-CoV. The
compositional analysis of S-genes of beta-coronaviruses are
rich in A or T at the third codon position (0.72 ± 0.06), which
is in accordance with the AT-rich human genome. A similarity
in nucleotide compositions may help in imparting the highly
efficient adaptability of the virus into the host for replication
[58, 64, 65, 90, 93]. The various indices of CUA were performed
to analyze the codon usage bias among S-genes of different
beta-coronaviruses. The ENC-GC3s plot indicated that the codon
usage bias of S-genes in beta-coronaviruses is significantly
affected by mutation pressure among certain other factors as
the distribution of ENC(observed) is very close to the standard
curve of ENC(expected) at different GC3s values [61, 62]. Among
S-genes of SARS-CoV-2, SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV, the influence
of mutation pressure is more in SARS-CoV-2 (�ENC = 4.64). The
quantification of the role of mutation pressure in shaping the
codon usage through neutrality plot suggested a 27% influence
of mutation pressure. At the same time, the rest is contributed
by natural selection along with other factors. This assumption
is further supported by the presence of a very high correlation
between GC12 and GC3 compositions (R2 = 0.87, P < 0.001). The
RSCU values for 59 codons for S-gene of SARS-CoV-2 showed a
very high correlation with S-genes of other beta-coronaviruses,
suggesting a similar extent of codon usage bias is seen among
different beta-coronaviruses. Moreover, the number of preferred
codons having A/U at the third synonymous codon position
varies from 20 to 25 (except 18 in MERS-CoV). In S-gene of SARS-
CoV-2, 25 out of 27 preferred codons have A/U at the third codon
position (among the highest fraction for all beta-coronaviruses),

which suggests that S-gene of SARS-CoV-2 is inclined to use
A/U ending codons and the nucleotide composition changes
resulting from different factors may play a pivotal feature in the
codon usage bias. The comparison of RSCU values of S-gene of
different beta-coronaviruses with corresponding RSCU values
in H. sapiens suggested a significantly similar codon usage. For
instance, the S-gene of SARS-CoV-2 and H. sapiens share eight
similar preferred codons, the S-gene of SARS-CoV and H. sapiens
shares 12 similar preferred codons, and the S-gene of MERS-CoV
and H. sapiens shares 10 similar preferred codons. The number
of the commonly preferred codons among viruses and hosts
indicates the better adaptability and replication efficiency of
a virus into the host [65, 66, 73, 93, 113]. Also, it is observed
that there are not very considerable deviations in the values
of CAI among the S-genes of beta-coronaviruses for the given
hosts. The viruses use a controlled expression of viral proteins to
achieve replicative suitability. The means of attaining replicative
suitability varies among viruses as some use optimized codon
usage while others escape the host immune system [59, 61,
72, 114]. The high CAI values reflect the optimal codon usage to
achieve replication efficiency in the host [75, 90, 115]. The S-gene
of SARS-CoV-2 showed relatively better adaptability in H. sapiens
when compared to R. norvegicus, M. musculus, B. taurus and O.
cuniculus. However, the S-gene of other beta-coronaviruses also
showed a similar trend over all the hosts. Overall, it may be
inferred that the S-gene of beta-coronaviruses uses the most
abundant codons.

The RCDI analysis suggested better adaptability of S-gene of
different beta-coronaviruses in five other hosts. The S-gene of
SARS-CoV-2 showed a better concordance with all the five hosts
as compared to its counterparts in SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV.
Also, the ratio of observed RCDI to the expected RCDI values
further supported the assumption of better adaptability of S-
gene of SARS-CoV-2 than SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV. The high
RCDI values indicate that the spike-protein may be expressed in
dormant stages, and the virus may be present at a low replication
rate in the hosts. The neutrality plot analysis showed the dom-
inance of natural selection (selection pressure) over the muta-
tional pressure. The slope of the regression line indicates that
the codon usage bias of S-gene in different beta-coronaviruses
is governed partly through the mutational pressure (27.35%) and
majorly through the natural selection and other factors (72.65%).
A very high correlation coefficient (R2 = 0.87, P < 0.001) further
supports the considerable influence of mutational pressure. An
analysis of AT- and GC-biases using Parity Rule 2 (PR2) suggested
an overall low bias in S-genes of beta-coronaviruses. However,
the AT- and GT-biases are very balanced in S-gene of SARS-CoV-2
as compared to other beta-coronaviruses.

Overall, in this study, we have presented an exhaustive
analysis on structure of CoV genomes, spike-protein configu-
ration, spike-protein and hACE2 mediated entry of SARS-Cov-2
to human host, recombination analysis of spike-protein among
different strains of the virus, and CUA of S-gene in different
beta-coronaviruses and its compatibility with different hosts.

Conclusions and future prospects
The new global coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic,
by severe acute respiratory syndrome-coronavirus-2 (SARS-CoV-
2), has infected over 17 million people all over the world and
causing nearly 0.8 million deaths. The spike-protein of the
SARS-CoV-2 is present on the virus envelope and plays a key
role in gaining the viral entry into the human cell with the help
of its receptor-binding domain. The S-protein is fundamental
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for SARS-CoV-2 because the detachment of the S1 subunit
destabilizes the trimer structure, exposing the RBD to host cell
membranes. Compared to its predecessors, SARS-CoV, the S-
glycoprotein of SARS-CoV-2, has unique characteristics that
help in the spread of the virus. Studies support that SARS-CoV-2
showed nearly similar or higher human receptor-binding ability
than SARS-CoV due to the presence of the S-protein, leading
to human-to-human transmission. Although the recurrence of
recombination is higher in the S-glycoprotein, the 5′ end of the
gene may act as a recombination coldspot. While recombination
in the glycoprotein RBD may extend the infection tropism,
negative selection pressure and recombination coldspots limit
its changeability to maintain the right structure and function.
RBD is a topnotch region for drug development, whereas areas in
coldspots or negative pressure might be more useful for vaccine
development.

The codon usage bias analysis of SARS-CoV-2 and its bench-
marking with nine other beta-coronaviruses indicated that there
is significant codon usage bias among the S-gene of different
beta-coronaviruses and is majorly governed by natural selec-
tion and mutational pressure along with certain other com-
positional constraints. The codon usage adaptability of these
beta-coronaviruses is also explored by considering five different
hosts. Various indices of CUA of S-gene of SARS-CoV-2 helped
in quantifying its adaptability in different hosts. The CAI and
tAI of S-gene of SARS-CoV-2 indicate that it is best adapted to
H. sapiens, followed by M. musculus (according to CAI) and O.
cuniculus (according to tAI). The study may help in the iden-
tification of potential experimental animal model for investi-
gating pathogenicity for drug and vaccine development exper-
iments. With the second-highest CAI value (after H. sapiens) M.
musculus may be the most appropriate model for pathogenic-
ity directed animal experiments for drug and vaccine develop-
ment regimes. Analytical studies have shown that SARS-CoV-
2 possibly emerged due to recombination events that involved
ancestral strains circulating among bats and pangolins. How-
ever, the recombinant sequences of the parent strains could not
be distinguished. Furthermore, sampling of CoVs from various
wildlife species is required to understand the mechanism that
led to human transmission. Future emergence of new CoVs
should be a constant concern, and continuous surveillance of the
viral population must be performed to understand the dynamics
of viruses and thus help in the prevention or control of new
zoonotic outbreaks.
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